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 The objectives of this presentation are to: 
 Provide an overview of the CVISN Program 

 Provide the FMCSA Divisions information about their role in 
the CVISN Program 

 

Objectives 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objectives of this presentation are to..[SEE SLIDE}
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Agenda 

 CVISN Program Overview 

 Core and Expanded CVISN Program Areas 

 Examples of CVISN Deployment 

 Role of FMCSA Division in the CVISN Program 

 Next Steps 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The agenda for this presentation includes [SEE SLIDE}
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CVISN Deployment Program Overview 

 CVISN is a nationwide deployment grant program 
administered by FMCSA under the authority of 49 
U.S.C. § 31106 that is designed to:  
 Improve safety and productivity of motor carriers, 

commercial vehicles and their drivers 

  Improve efficiency and effectiveness of commercial 
vehicle safety programs through targeted enforcement  

 Improve commercial vehicle data sharing within states 
and between states and FMCSA 

  Reduce Federal/State and industry regulatory and 
administrative costs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   The CVISN program provides a framework or “architecture” that enables government agencies, the motor carrier industry, and other parties engaged in CVO safety assurance and regulation to exchange and use information to improve safety, and to conduct business transactions electronically. The program is designed to…..[SEE SLIDE]
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Core CVISN Program Areas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
    CVISN is not a single system but rather a series of Federal and state systems linked together by a national architecture and set of standards.  The CVISN program relies on a strong organizational structure within a state because many of the CVISN systems are operated by multiple agencies.  In some states, as many as 6 different agencies are responsible for some portion of CVISN.CVISN functionality falls into three main program areas:Safety Information ExchangeCredentials Administration Electronic ScreeningWe will discuss each of these program areas in more detail in a moment.
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Expanded CVISN 

 Expanded CVISN functionality is designed to: 
 Build upon Core capabilities to further improve commercial 

motor vehicle safety, security, and mobility/productivity 

 Extend the services provided through CVISN (e.g., additional 
screening sites, more automated credentials/permits) 

 Expanded CVISN program is more flexible than the Core 
component of the program 
 Cafeteria approach is employed 

 States customize their Expanded CVISN programs and focus 
their resources on the commercial vehicle safety and 
productivity projects that are most important to them and their 
constituencies 

 States are not required to deploy a set of fixed capabilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One a state has deployed all of the Core CVISN functionality, it is certified as being Core CVISN Compliant. The State can then plan, design, and implement its Expanded CVISN program. …[SEE SLIDE]
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CVISN Deployment Status Map  
(June 2012)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you see here…..many states have made a lot of progress in deploying CVISN functionality. At this time, 29 states are Core CVISN Compliant and 21 states + DC are in their core deployment phase working towards Core compliance.
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 Objectives 
 Improve the exchange of safety and credentials information 

among State agencies and between states and FMCSA 
 Proactively identify unsafe operators 

 Core CVISN functionality 
 Implement a State-specific data exchange system, 

Commercial Vehicle Information Exchange Window 
(CVIEW) or equivalent  
 Store interstate and intrastate carrier and vehicle information  
 Share information with authorized State users (e.g., law enforcement) 
 Exchange carrier and vehicle data with FMCSA’s SAFER system 

 Use Aspen or equivalent automated inspection software at all 
major inspection sites 

Safety Information Exchange 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The FIRST program area for CVISN is Safety Information Exchange—which is the backbone of the program.  Safety Information Exchange makes all of the other functionality possible.The objectives of this program area are….[SEE SLIDE]Core functionality within this program area includes……[SEE SLIDE]
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 Additional elements often included in safety information 
exchange deployments: 
 Wireless connectivity to CVIEW, SAFER, and other data 

repositories 

 Web-based query interface to allow roadside enforcement 
personnel to access CVIEW 

 Web-based query interface to allow motor carriers and 
deskside enforcement personnel to access CVIEW  

 Facilitate cross-checking of credentials 

Safety Information Exchange  
(continued) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
     In addition to providing an infrastructure for sharing data, many states also are implementing alternate means to access and query the data in their CVIEW.  For instance, many states provide wireless connectivity (i.e., cellular, satellite) to their key repositories so roadside personnel can access the data in real-time.  States also are developing customized query interfaces for state and motor carrier personnel to access the State’s data.  Through this functionality, a motor carrier in Connecticut identified numerous vehicles from another carrier that were being inappropriately registered using its USDOT number.Finally—the development of a data repository or data sharing standards among state agencies is what makes the cross-checking of credentials possible.	
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 CVIEW is a state operated system 
 It is the primary inter-agency data exchange system at the 

state level 

 CVIEW-SAFER interfaces are standardized and must be 
certified before a state can send or receive data to/from 
SAFER 
 

Safety Information Exchange(continued) 
CVIEW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This and the next slide will give a quick overview about CVIEW.[SEE SLIDE]
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Safety Information Exchange Process 
Pre-CVISN/Pre-CVIEW 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s take a before and after look at data sharing pre and post-CVISN.  This is the pre-CVISN environment.If a roadside enforcement officer had a commercial vehicle stopped at the roadside and wanted to verify its motor carrier safety record and screening scores (CSA-ISS), as well as the vehicles safety history and credential status—he/she would need to access at least 5 different systems or contact numerous agencies.  In some cases they might be required to call the respective credentialing agencies to obtain data from their state and then access Federal or national law enforcement databases to access data from other jurisdictions.  Should this vehicle be stopped after regular business hours—no credential verification may be possible.
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Safety Information Exchange Process 
CVISN 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With CVISN—the sharing of data is much different.  NOTE—As I mentioned earlier, you can define your own implementation of CVIEW.This is just an example of fairly routine implementation.CLICK MOUSE—Inspection data from the state’s roadside enforcement personnel are being uploaded to SAFER—which is operated by FMCSA.CLICK MOUSE—Data from the State’s credentialing systems are uploaded to CVIEW—either as credentials are issued or periodically in batchesCLICK MOUSE—Simultaneously, other jurisdictions are uploading their credential and safety data to SAFER.CLICK MOUSE—CVIEW uploads its State’s data to SAFER—so that the data can be available to FMCSA and other jurisdictions.CLICK MOUSE—CVIEW also downloads safety and credential data from FMCSA and other jurisdictions.CLICK MOUSE—Data from CVIEW can be used or queried by any authorized user or system—whether a mobile unit at the roadside, or a credentialing agency.
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Note: Diagram taken from FMCSA’s “CVISN Safety Information Exchange for Commercial Vehicles in Connecticut: A 
Case Study” 

Safety Information Exchange 
State of Connecticut 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates the number of databases that the State of Connecticut currently makes available to its roadside personnel.  This is a quick look at Connecticut’s web-based query tool for its CVIEW. As you can see, it produces a snapshot of its CVIEW content to eliminate the need to access all of the databases in the gray box independently.NOTE HERE…STATES CAN INTEGRATED MORE CREDENTIALS  INTO THE CVIEW SNAPSHOT THROUGH EXPANDED CVISN.
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Safety Information Exchange 
State of South Carolina 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a sample snapshot from South Carolina’s enforcement query interface system. As seen here, enforcement personnel can see a graphic color display   of carrier’s and vehicle’s credentials, safety and OOS summary status. This facilitates quick decision making by the enforcement personnel. 
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Uploading Credential Data to SAFER  
(June 2012) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At this time 33 states upload IRP (registration) information to SAFER. 
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 Objectives 
 Allow carriers to apply for and receive credentials electronically 
 Allow carriers to file returns on fuel taxes and pay the associated 

fees electronically 
 Support base state agreements (IRP and IFTA) and associated fee 

payment reconciliation 

 Core CVISN functionality  
 Automate processing of at least IRP and IFTA credentials 
 Participate in IRP Clearinghouse to share information across 

jurisdictions and automate funds settlement 
 Participate in IFTA Clearinghouse to share information across 

jurisdictions and automate funds settlement 

Note: Alaska and Hawaii are exempted from IRP and IFTA and therefore do not need to implement the 
electronic credentialing portion of Core CVISN. 

Electronic Credentials Administration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide summarizes the objectives of the Electronic Credentials Administration…which are: [SEE SLIDE].Core functionality—which each state is required to deploy—for the Electronic Credentialing Administration program includes……[SEE SLIDE]
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 Expanded elements often included in electronic 
credentialing programs: 
 One-stop shop/Internet portal for multiple credentials 

 Inclusion of additional credentials 
Oversize/overweight permits 
Intrastate vehicle registrations 
Intrastate fuel tax credentials/payments 
Operating authority 
Transponder registration 

 Electronic payment 

 Cross-checking of credentials 

Electronic Credentials Administration  
(continued) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
     While not required functionality, many states have opted to implement these additional electronic credentialing features in order to improve customer service and regulatory efficiency.One stop shops/portals—provide a single point of access through which motor carriers can conduct their business with a state. These portals put the services and credential applications from all of a State’s CVO-related agencies into a single location.States also have opted to implement electronic credentialing for more credentials than just IRP and IFTA.  These other credentials typically have included OSOW permits, and intrastate credentials.  Some states also allow carriers to register transponders for electronic screening on-line.Electronic payment has been a very popular addition to CVISN deployments because it allows for a complete transaction to be processed electronically. Finally, some states have implemented cross-checking of credentials—which ensures that a motor carrier meets certain criteria before a state issues another credential.  This is most commonly applied to OSOW permits—where states verify that a carrier has the proper vehicle registration and has paid its fuel taxes before issuing an OSOW permit for a specific move.
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Electronic Credentials Administration 
State of Kansas 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of Kansas’ deployment of electronic credentialing.  As you can see through this portal, a motor carrier can apply for numerous credentials including state operating authority, IFTA credentials, IRP renewals.The great thing about these portals is that they present a single storefront environment to customers (the motor carriers).  Even though numerous agencies may be responsible for the credentials, and separate credentialing systems may actually be doing the processing, the on-line nature of the systems make the hand-off between agencies’ systems seamless.
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Electronic Credentials Administration 
State of New York 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the State of New York’s electronic portal called OSCAR—One Stop Credentialing and Registration system.  You can see that a carrier can pay its Highway Use Tax (state weight distance tax), and conduct IFTA, and IRP transactions through this system.
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BETTER SCREENSHOT 
 

Electronic Credentials Administration 
State of Arizona 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of Arizona’s deployment of electronic credentialing.  As you can see through this portal, a motor carrier can apply for numerous credentials online. Arizona, like many other states  offers electronic application of commercial vehicle permits (this is an example of expanded electronic credentialing).
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Electronic Credentials Administration  
Deployment Status (June 2012) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
   As you can see in this map, 35 states have implemented e-credentialing for IFTA and IRP. Two states (GA and MA) have implemented only IFTA e-credentialing, and 6 states have implemented only IRP e-credentialing (CA, OK, IL, IN, DE, NJ).	Alaska and Hawaii are exempt from IRP and IFTA e-credentialing requirements. Alaska has implemented e-credentialing for OS/OW and has completed core deployment.
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 Objectives 
 Use technology to identify trucks as they approach roadside weigh or 

inspection stations 

 Allow safe and legal vehicles to bypass inspection/weigh facilities 
without stopping 

 Core CVISN functionality 
 Implement electronic screening at a minimum of one fixed or mobile 

inspection site 
 Identify enrolled vehicles (e.g., via in-vehicle transponders) 

 Screen vehicles based on safety history and credentials status (e.g., 
registration, fuel tax payment, operating authority) as well as weight 
(optional) 

 Allow enrolled vehicles that meet the State’s criteria to bypass 
inspection sites 

Electronic Screening 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The objectives of the electronic screening program include…..[SEE SLIDE].The basic functionality that is to be deployed includes…..[SEE SLIDE].
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 Current, accurate information allows enforcement 
personnel to be more discriminating in selecting vehicles 
for inspections 

 As a result, enforcement officers can focus on high-risk 
operators, allowing safe and legal carriers, vehicles, and 
drivers to bypass roadside inspections 

 This is accomplished by electronically: 
 Using inspection selection tools 

 Accessing credentials and safety information at the roadside 

 Exchanging information with other agencies and states 

 Screening vehicles at mainline speeds 
 

Electronic Screening 
Targeted Safety Enforcement 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E-screening systems allow states to target their limited enforcement resources at the motor carriers that are either known to have poor histories of safety performance or who have not been inspected previously or often.Vehicles typically have been identified at mainline speeds using a transponder but several states are testing license plate reader technology—in an attempt to expand their screening programs to commercial vehicles that do not have transponders.
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Electronic Screening (continued) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This diagram illustrates the electronic screening process.FOUR MOUSE CLICKS—each reveals a number and corresponding text.
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Electronic Screening Participation  
(June 2012) 
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Electronic Screening (continued) 

 Expanded elements included in electronic screening 
programs: 
 Agricultural screening 

 Integration with toll collection systems 

 Virtual weigh station 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
States have integrated traditional transponder-based electronic screening systems with a variety of other roadside systems, including agricultural screening systems and toll collections.  States most frequently have deployed virtual weigh stations as part of their Expanded CVISN programs so let’s take a couple of minutes and discuss these systems.
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Electronic Screening (continued) 
Virtual Weigh Stations 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A virtual weigh station is a roadside enforcement facility that does not require continuous staffing and is monitored from another location, and which typically includes a WIM installation, a camera system, and wireless communications, for use in  real-time truck screening."
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Electronic Screening (continued) 
Virtual Weigh Stations 

Variable Message Sign 

Weather Station 

DOT Number Camera 

Low Resolution 
Camera 

WIM Instrumentation 
Cabinet 

Security Camera 

Container 
Camera  Weigh-In-Motion 

Scale 

Source: JAXPORT Demonstration, 2008 Smart Roadside Workshop. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a virtual weigh station in Florida. The virtual station includes, USDOT reader, WIM scale, security cameras and variable message signs. 
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Electronic Screening (continued) 
Virtual Weigh Stations 

Source:  Weigh-in-motion scales and license plate reading cameras in Washington State, FMCSA photo 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of a virtual weigh station in Washington State.  The virtual station includes, USDOT reader, WIM scale, security cameras and variable message signs. 
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Electronic Screening (continued) 
Virtual Weigh Stations 

Source:  State of New Mexico Department of Public Safety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of the output from the WIM scales and cameras from the virtual weigh station. Truck images and color highlighting indicate trucks that are overweight/oversize. Trucks with red blocks after their license plate and USDOT number picture have an issue worthy of further investigation.  For instance, the first vehicle has an alert from NCIC as well as a tax payment issue.
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Electronic Screening (continued) 
Virtual Weigh Stations 

Source:  State of New Mexico Department of Public Safety 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This screen shows ,more detailed information about a specific vehicle, including its weight by axle. 
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CVISN Benefits 

Benefit Applies to Benefit Derived From 
Carrier State Safety 

Info 
Exch 

E-
Screen-

ing 

E- 
Cred 

Admin 

Targeted enforcement focused on high-risk 
carriers and vehicles • • • • 
More effective use of roadside enforcement 
resources • • • 
Real-time access to online data at fixed 
inspection facilities and by mobile units • • • • 
Improved asset tracking and safety/driver 
management • • • 
Improved access to credential and safety 
information from other jurisdictions • • • • • 
More efficient and cost effective processing of 
credential applications • • • 
Improved customer service/Ability to receive 
select credentials 24X7 • • • 
Improved accuracy and timeliness in credentials 
processing • • • • 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
FMCSA has commissioned several studies to evaluate the operational benefits that have been realized through the deployment of CVISN.  This is a quick summary of the most common benefits associated with CVISN, who realizes the benefits and from which portion of the program the benefits are generated.You will notice that there is a mix of safety benefits (i.e., targeted enforcement, improved use of enforcement resources, real-time access to safety and credentialing data)—as well as productivity and customer service improvements (i.e., improved turnaround time for permits, improved accuracy on credentials).
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CVISN Can Save Lives 

 Evaluation compared six different operating scenarios: 
 RE-0, Random selection: Inspectors select commercial vehicles for 

inspection in a random manner without using personal experience, 
judgment or any CVISN technologies 

 RE-1, Pre-CVISN Baseline: Inspectors select commercial vehicles for 
inspection using personal experience and judgment, but without the aid of 
most CVISN technologies 

 RE-2: Electronic screening based on ISS score  

 RE-3: Electronic screening based on high vehicle and driver OOS rates 

 RE-4: Electronic screening based on high driver OOS and brake violation 
rates 

 RE-5: Electronic screening based on infrared screening and high driver 
OOS violation rate 

 RE-6: Electronic screening based on high ISS score  

Source: Evaluation of the National CVISN Deployment Program: Volume 1 Final Report. March 2, 2009. 
 http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/documents/cvisn/eval_natl_cvisn_deployment-508.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The national CVISN Evaluation quantified the potential safety benefits that could be delivered by the CVISN program.  As part of this analysis, the nationwide annual safety benefits of six alternate roadside enforcement scenarios were estimated.  These six scenarios included:RE-0 – Which is the equivalent of completely random selection (i.e. pulling over every 5th truck to inspect.RE-1 – Is a step above RE-0 in that the officers are using their discretion in deciding which trucks to inspect, based on their knowledge and experience.  We typically use this as our baseline for comparison to more advanced scenarios with technologies deployed.RE-2 -  In this scenario the State deploys electronic screening with safety snapshots at major inspection sites.    All motor carriers that are classified as low- and medium-risk based on ISS scores (about 60% of trucks on the road) enroll in the electronic screening program, are equipped with transponders, and are allowed the option to bypass inspection sites.  The remaining 40% of the high-risk or insufficient data vehicles the officers use current practices to decide who to inspect (i.e. their discretion), but they are not given an automatic bypass.�RE-3   •  Is similar to RE-2 in that the State utilizes electronic screening at all major inspection sites.  In this scenario the trucks are only screened based on probability of causing a crash, using the vehicle and driver OOS rate of the carrier.   A threshold OOS rate is established for both vehicles and drivers of top 5%, 10%, and 25% of vehicles examined (pulling over the worst 5%, the worst 10% or the worst 25% of the trucks)�RE-4   Again, the State utilizes electronic screening at all major inspection sites.  In this scenario, each truck is screened based on violations that have a high relative risk for a crash using information from Large Truck Crash Causation Study.   Vehicles are screened based on their brake violation and overall driver OOS rates. �RE-5 Added Infrared brake screening to RE-4�RE-6 focused RE-2 further by limiting enforcement to vehicles of carriers with high ISS scores. All  vehicles with high ISS scores at these thresholds are required to pull in for inspection.
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CVISN Can Save Lives (continued) 
 

Source: Evaluation of the National CVISN Deployment Program: Volume 1 Final Report. March 2, 2009. 
 http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/documents/cvisn/eval_natl_cvisn_deployment-508.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let me show you the safety improvements from a fatality and injury perspective.This chart illustrates the fatalities that would be avoided through each enforcement scenario.  Pre-CVISN operations (RE-1) prevent 38 fatalities per year.  Current CVISN electronic screening operations (RE-2) prevents a total of 50 fatalities per year.Maximum benefits would be accrued through scenario RE-5—which includes wider deployment of electronic screening and focused enforcement based on infrared brake testing and driver out of service status.  This scenario would avoid 215 more fatalities than the Pre-CVISN scenario and 200 fatalities more than the current CVISN operations.
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CVISN Benefits (continued) 

Source: Evaluation of the National CVISN Deployment Program: Volume 1 Final Report. March 2, 2009. 
 http://www.fmcsa.dot.gov/documents/cvisn/eval_natl_cvisn_deployment-508.pdf 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As this chart illustrates, the vast majority of motor carriers participating in a survey as part of the Evaluation reported that electronic credentialing delivered real-world benefits to their operations.  The two benefits of electronic credentialing systems most commonly cited by motor carriers were: Convenience and Reduced Carrier Staff Time required to complete credentialing transactions.  Other benefits from electronic credentialing included “getting trucks into service quicker”, “improved accuracy of the registration information”, and “dollar savings”.  These findings were gathered through 848 phone interviews with a diverse group of motor carriers.Electronic screening also received high-marks from motor carriers.  Nearly all motor carrier respondents indicated that their participation in electronic screening “reduced delays and improved turnaround time” for their vehicles and “improved convenience and efficiency”.Similarly, over 70 percent of respondents reported that their participation in electronic screening had resulted in  “improved working conditions for their drivers”, as well as “labor cost savings”.
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Role of FMCSA Division 

 

 

 Oversee CVISN Grant related activities 

 Ensure that the State’s CVISN Plan is compliant with 
CVISN Program requirements 

 Ensure that the State’s CVISN Plan is consistent with the 
other FMCSA grant programs being implemented by the 
State 

 Support and monitor the State’s CVISN Program to 
ensure continued compliance 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The role of the FMCSA Division is to [SEE SLIDE}
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Next Steps 

 Conduct additional training sessions geared toward 
FMCSA Divisions to provide: 
 Detailed technical information on the CVISN program 

 Complete understanding of the roles and responsibilities 

 In-depth information to support and monitor states’ CVISN 
program 

 Continue monthly CVISN State program managers 
conference calls and CVISN architecture configuration 
control board calls 

 Continue to provide technical assistance to FMCSA 
Service Centers and Divisions 
 

 

 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As part of next steps, the FMCSA plans to organize and conduct training sessions for interested FMCSA Divisions specifically focusing on the technical aspects of the CVISN program. This training also will equip them with in-depth information that can be used to support and monitor states’  CVISN program.See Slide….
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